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This talent is the devil to the extreme. I'm afraid no one in the whole xuanhai can match it! 

 

In shangguanyun's impression, there is no one else who can do this except xuanjiyue. 

 

Zhang Zhentian is a famous strong man in xuanhai. Although he doesn't hear about power, his mind is 

very thorough. He is not a reckless man. 

 

He also figured out the key, so he nodded to shangguanyun. 

 

The existence of such demons is now the enemy with them. If they are not eliminated, they will have 

trouble sleeping and eating! 

 

Shangguan yunshou pressed on the hilt of the sword and flashed into the air. He came to the other side 

of Ye Chen and formed an angle with Zhang Zhentian. 

 

Ye Chen didn't notice their intention, so he turned around with his sword and faced them face to face. 

 

"Your strength is really good." Zhang Zhentian said this to praise from the bottom of his heart. 

 

He traveled around the world for many years and challenged so many young heroes. Except for a few 

people, others were defeated by him. 

 

Let him see not much, ye Chen is one of them, and Zhang Zhentian himself is not very sure to defeat Ye 

Chen. 

 



Shangguan renyun said nothing and his face was as heavy as water. He had felt a strong threat from ye 

Chen. He must get rid of this son today. 

 

The people below were stunned when they saw this scene before they reacted from the last war. 

 

Ye Chen defeated Zhou Jiuxi and created a battle myth. Now the other two people who are stronger 

than Zhou Jiuxi ignore face and choose to attack together to kill Ye Chen. 

 

Even let two Tianjiao fear so far, how frightening his strength is! 

 

"I thought you were very backbone and wanted to fight with me alone. I didn't expect to join hands in 

the end because of fear." 

 

Ye Chen sneered. 

 

This changed their faces. 

 

Zhang Zhentian's eyes become bad. He is a kind of eccentric person. Love and hate can change in an 

instant. 

 

"Believe me, your mouth won't harden soon. The so-called boxing and foot Kung Fu can't make a 

difference in front of my dark night demon dragon." 

 

Zhang Zhentian grinned and his eyes were full of anger. He suddenly rushed up, and the dark night 

demon dragon flashed a dark light, which immediately filled the sky. 

 

Around him, the broken branches and stone debris from the last battle floated up and turned into a 

black hole. 

 

"Kill!" 

 



His heavy sword "dark night demon dragon" has no fancy and complex sword technique, no profound 

and mysterious theory, but only the power to frighten the sky and the earth, and the momentum to 

open mountains and land. 

 

In short, what this dark night demon dragon is powerful is that "force". As long as the force is used 

correctly, it can cut off all vanity. 

 

His strength is even stronger than Zhou Jiuxi, and his momentum is extraordinary. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes became more dignified. Of course, he used the sword to treat the swordsman, so this 

time, he summoned the Longyuan Heavenly Sword and attached the power of the blood dragon to it 

from the beginning. 

 

"The sun is shining!" 

 

Ye Chen waved at will, and a round of sun rose from the cloud curtain, shining thousands of times. 

 

"Small skills of carving insects!" Zhang Zhentian couldn't help sniffing. 

 

The void around him began to crack, and the majestic force condensed into a whirlpool black hole, 

trapping Ye Chen group. 

 

At the same time, Zhang Zhentian's body began to soar. Like the ancient giant, he was arrogant and 

intimidating. 

 

While stabbing a sword, he raised the palm of his other hand, turned it into a hill, and patted it hard. 

 

The void is broken, and the world shakes unceasingly. 

 

The sword became extremely fierce with the blessing of palm strength. 

 



Under the confrontation of such infinite strength, ye Chen's body flew out, and the original cool white 

robe was broken. 

 

But his look did not change much, but stood up and patted the dust, surprised by Zhang's magic power. 

 

With only one sword and one palm, Zhang Zhentian defeated Ye Chen in the first round. 

 

Also let the other Tianjiao present see what is the suppression of absolute power. 

 

Zhang Zhentian has always been famous for his natural divine power, so he inherited the Epee dark 

night demon dragon and gave full play to the potential of this sword. 

 

In the whole xuanhai, except Xuanji moon, the new master of destiny, other powerful creatures have no 

absolute assurance that they can win Zhang Zhentian. 

 

"I'm afraid Zhang Zhentian's strength can be ranked in the real top five. I'm afraid the one in front is 

false." 

 

Said a disciple of the hostile forces of xuanhai leizong. 

 

"Brother, be careful to talk big. The wind flashed your tongue. If you have the ability, you can go to the 

battlefield and fight with Zhou Jiuxi who is full of blood." 

 

Someone immediately responded. 

 

"Hehe, he just said, let him go, dare you?" 

 

“……” 

 

The people off the court are full of eyes today. They have witnessed a series of wars. They are all duels 

between the top Tianjiao. 



 

From now on, ye Shitian's name will be spread from the sword death space and resounded all over the 

xuanhai! 

 

Just as ye Chen adjusted his figure, there was a virtual shadow behind him, quietly emerging. The cold 

sword light silently picked up Ye Chen's back heart. 

 

With Ye Chen's perception, of course, he can detect the movement behind him. He directly summoned 

eight Fu Tu Qi and red dust divine veins, Buddha light and golden armor to start in an instant when he is 

close to invincible. 

 

The frost sword seemed to be stabbed on a piece of steel and couldn't go any further. 

 

One blow can't succeed. Shangguan Yun retreats decisively. 

 

But his retreat was not leaving, but full of sword moves again. 

 

The frozen ice, Shuo Shuo came, and the wind and snow swept into piles, making the whole world an ice 

field. 

 

"Frost method formula: Heaven and earth are rivers! Ye kill heaven, you die!" 

 

For such unscrupulous people as Shangguan Yun, he will never miss any chance of sneak attack. 

 

He immediately used his sword magic formula and almost summoned an iceberg, which fell down from 

the depths of the sky, a thousand feet wide. 

 

Zhang Zhentian, who was in front of him, did not stop. He raised the heavy sword dark night demon 

dragon, which cut through the wind and cloud and attracted lightning. 

 



The magic light emitted by the dark night magic dragon rushed forward. In a moment, time and space 

collapsed, the earth chapped, the mountains collapsed, the clouds were chaotic, and the endless wind 

howled. 

 

Such a scene really makes people feel cold. 

 

One by one, they summoned a powerful sword move to trap Ye Chen so that he could not leave. 

 

Some people watching the war could not bear the pressure of destroying the sky and the earth. Their 

faces were pale. The spirit was hit hard, and fell to the ground like fallen leaves in the wind. 

 

More people are shocked and far away. They don't want to be the souls of the three madmen. 

 

Two of the top five in Tianjiao's list work together. Even Xuan Jiyue has to avoid the edge! 
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Therefore, most people believe that ye Chen can't escape this time. Even if he can survive, he will 

become a person with damage to the Taoist foundation and will never have such strong strength in the 

future. 

 

At this point, ye Chen's look was a little dignified, and a rolling aura quickly appeared behind him, taking 

him to the sky. 

 

I hope the light of Tianxing will become very sharp, and vaguely include Ye Chen in the scope of the star 

universe. With such a vast force, I can resist the biting cold in the sky. 

 

At the same time, ye Chen's hands are intertwined into Dharma Seals, and the mysterious runes flow 

out. 

 



The dark source rune, thunder source Rune and earth source Rune came out one after another, turned 

into a star and connected into an array to block the huge ice field falling from the sky. 

 

For the surging devil Qi, ye Chen made a seal with both palms and slapped it on the ground. 

 

Brahma divine skill: military formula! 

 

The power of the nine heavenly gods' skill, there are few precious skills in the world that can bear it. 

 

"It's the end of benevolence and righteousness to use this Brahma divine skill against you." 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help sneering. He rose from the ground, and there was a suspended light at his feet, 

which turned into abrupt spikes and burst into a towering rise. 

 

The military formula in Brahma's divine skill represents the ultimate meaning of killing and cutting. 

 

The endless tide of soldiers is like the torrent of the universe, boiling hot and surging. 

 

The change of soldiers is a trick. 

 

It's a magic skill that even the feather emperor can't understand. It contains extremely mysterious truth. 

Ye Chen can fully understand it, which makes countless people envy it! 

 

The breath of Bing Zi Jue is concentrated to the extreme. In the depths of time and space, it seems that 

a sky thunder passes through, and the nothingness that destroys the sky and the earth suddenly surges 

like a tide. 

 

Ye Chen holds the Heavenly Sword in both hands, and his mind and sword are combined into one. 

 

The body is the sword, and the sword is the body. People are like dragons, and the sword is like a 

rainbow. A sword runs through heaven and earth. The Dragon roars and the wind and cloud rotate. 



 

Ye Chen has always kept in mind the mysterious meaning of "military formula". 

 

The sword light thus displayed can reach the sky and reach the ages. It is incomparably powerful. 

 

The three strong breath spread all over the world, making the spectators run farther and farther, almost 

running to the edge of this space. 

 

Some even want to drill a hole in the ground to hide, just to avoid the aftermath of the battle between 

the three. 

 

The whole heaven and earth is intertwined by three layers of light. Endless clouds float in the sky, 

surging and churning. Under it, there is a night and many visions. 

 

Shangguanyun and Zhang Zhentian were surprised to see ye Chen fighting against them with his own 

strength. 

 

But immediately, there was a sneer. 

 

They want to see when ye Chen's spiritual power will be exhausted! 

 

Now it's just a desperate struggle. 

 

Soon, they found something wrong. The spiritual power in the Ye killer celestial body was like an endless 

spring. 

 

Shangguanyun's Glacier city cannot break through the defense array formed by the desire of heaven. 

 

Zhang's magic cloud was strong, but he couldn't get the upper hand with the word formula of 

Shangbing. On the contrary, he was swept by the disaster and hummed two steps backward. 

 



The people at the bottom originally intended to avoid the storm for a while, but soon found that the war 

was still going on. Ye Chen singled out two Tianjiao with his own strength, and even left some spare 

strength. 

 

Such a spectacle made them look at each other at a loss. 

 

After this war, no matter who wins or loses, ye Chen will become the invincible natural pride of xuanhai, 

with a strong legendary color. 

 

People of later generations mentioned this war, regardless of strength or weakness, regardless of victory 

or defeat, but only challenged this man. The worship of the three supremely arrogant strong men was 

added and praised. 

 

Ye Chen exerts many magical powers. Most of the reincarnation blood power in his body has been used. 

 

He can't reveal the identity of the Lord of reincarnation for the time being, so he didn't play cards 

against them in the war. 

 

If he tries his best, Zhang Zhentian and Shangguan Yun will lose within 30 moves. 

 

Now they can compete with Ye Chen, who hides his strength. 

 

Rao is so. They also think ye Chen's strength is too incredible. 

 

Just as ye Chen hesitated to use the water stop sword, there was a flash of light in the sky, which was 

very fast. 

 

It's like a hundred flowers bloom and the fragrance strikes. A sea of flowers splits from the sky, 

converges into a river, divides into three streams, and intrudes from the connection point of the 

stalemate in the war. 

 



When Zhang Zhentian and Shangguan Yun saw the sea of flowers, their faces changed. Finally, they had 

to bite their teeth and take back their swords. 

 

Ye Chen also accepted the move, and several terrible momentum dispersed in just a few moments. 

 

Everyone was stunned and couldn't help looking up at the sky. 

 

There, a woman in a bright yellow dress stood impressively. She was petite and had an oval face, which 

looked a little cute. 

 

But momentum is completely inversely proportional to appearance. 

 

At the moment, she is like a murderous God. Her face is full of evil spirit. People retreat from her 

wherever her eyes go and dare not look at her. 

 

What she held in her hand was a long sword carved with hundreds of patterns and totems. 

 

Someone recognized the long sword and said in surprise, "it's a hundred flowers divine sword! Elder 

martial sister sun is coming, let's run!" 

 

Many people broke up and fled in all directions. 

 

Even Shangguan cloud also rose in the air and stood side by side with Zhang Zhentian. The expression 

seemed to be in full readiness for the coming storm. 

 

Ye Chen is also curious. The girl seems to have no lethality. Why do people avoid her like the God of 

plague when they see her? 

 

Even Zhang Zhentian and Shangguan Yun retreated a lot, and their eyes were full of defensive intention. 

 



After elder martial sister sun came here, the power of the hundred flowers sword made many people 

step back. 

 

But they suddenly remembered that even if elder martial sister sun didn't come, shangguanyun and 

Zhang Zhentian seemed to have no way to take ye Chen. 

 

This guy is just a pervert, but Shi displays the secret of gasification and Sanqing. He doesn't lose the 

slightest in the face of Zhang Zhentian's amazing killing moves. 

 

The whole battlefield was cracked with traces, like an abyss, announcing to the world how fierce the 

battle was just now. 

 

"Sun Yerong! What's going on here has nothing to do with you. Don't meddle!" 

 

Shangguan Yun said sternly to the little girl named sun Yerong. 

 

Seeing this, the girl was not afraid at all. She snorted faintly and raised her sword to point to Shangguan 

Yun. 

 

"Do you mean it has nothing to do with me? What if I have to say it?" 

 

Shangguan Yun almost vomited blood when he heard this. Sure enough, reasoning with women is asking 

for trouble. 

 

"It's up to you! But I advise you not to meddle in our affairs, or you'll look good." 

 

Shangguan Yun snorted coldly, from reasoning to threat. At the same time, he released a trace of cold 

ice sword, turned into a cold ice and snow, and cut a crack in the void again. 
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But after hearing his words, Zhang Zhentian, ten meters away from him, moved his steps and retreated 

to a distance of kilometers. 

 

Originally, I wanted to look for Zhang Zhentian's Shangguan Yun, but I was stunned because the other 

party had already run far away. 

 

Zhang Zhentian smiled awkwardly. To tell the truth, he was also afraid of sun Yerong, not because of her 

strength, but because the woman was too difficult! 

 

It's so difficult that people are crazy, but you can't kill her. 

 

In addition, the disciples of the sect also hid far away, as if they had seen the God of plague. 

 

In this way, ye Chen's heart is more curious. 

 

As the saying goes, the enemy of the enemy is a friend. Therefore, he took the initiative to come 

forward for a distance. When he came to sun Yerong, he bowed and saluted with fists. 

 

"I have to thank elder martial sister sun for saving me." 

 

Sun Yerong's tense look eased when she saw Ye Chen. 

 

"Well, it seems that you are still worth saving. The two grandsons, shangguanyun and Zhang Zhentian, 

like to bully others, but I can't stand it." 

 

Shangguan Yun, who was scolded as a grandson, was furious, but he had nothing to do. 

 

Because sun Yerong is also one of the Tianjiao of Jianjia sword school. His strength is enough to rank in 

the top ten, which is comparable to him. 

 



Between the two, can not open the essential strength gap. 

 

More importantly, the hundred flowers sword in sun Yerong's hand has a wider coverage and a higher 

upper limit than his frost sword. 

 

In this plain area, he is not quite sure that he can surpass sun Yerong. 

 

Moreover, sun Yerong's favorite thing is to uphold justice and fight against injustice. He is very unhappy 

with his style. 

 

On several occasions, she saved the enemies from him and safeguarded the so-called justice in her 

heart. 

 

There is a saying in Jianjia sword school that as long as there is elder martial sister sun, there is fairness 

and justice. 

 

From another perspective, this is sun Yerong's "Tao", which is in line with the rules and will of heaven. 

 

The more she insists on fairness and justice in her heart, the more powerful the power of Baihua divine 

sword will be! 

 

Of course, the so-called fairness and justice also has a steelyard. If she misjudges and releases the real 

evildoer, she will suffer the counterattack of heaven. 

 

Therefore, elder martial sister sun has no hesitation about justice, but there are many dangers and 

obstacles. 

 

"Let's go. These guys have an eye on your opportunity. If you don't evacuate again, I'm afraid they will 

take advantage of it and can't escape." 

 

Elder martial sister Sun said to Ye Chen that she waved the hundred flower sword in her hand. The 

purple and red petals were mixed to form a light boat. 



 

"If you keep going south, you can see the red magma gate. From there, you can reach the fourth floor, 

one step closer to the place where the sword demon fell. 

 

There are many dangers in it. Be careful. " 

 

Elder martial sister sun gave a reminder and left Ye Chen a figure. 

 

She stopped shangguanyun and Zhang Zhentian alone. 

 

Ye Chen solemnly thanks. Elder martial sister sun Yerong seems to want to really help him, so she can't 

live up to each other's wishes. 

 

Ye Chen used the power of reincarnation blood and the power of Xu Bei and ling'er to escape forward, 

and immediately used thousands of miles. 

 

Moreover, he burned reincarnation blood, used reincarnation heavenly eyes to check the surrounding 

terrain and conditions, and found that there was a layer of small black silk in the aura around him. 

 

The tiny black silk thread is not very prominent, but it is winding everywhere, like a clear pool full of tiny 

black insects. 

 

Suddenly, the black insect had a change. It floated towards Ye Chen like a duckweed and burst up 

silently. 

 

However, ye Chen's reaction was faster. His eyes were cold, his five fingers grabbed together, and the 

violent power suddenly broke out. 

 

This time, the insects were caught and smashed. 

 

However, those insects seemed to be angered by Ye Chen and gathered together one after another to 

form a majestic force. 



 

And the insect burst out an extremely fierce howl, like ghosts crying and wolves howling, echoing in Ye 

Chen's ears. 

 

This time, ye Chen did not speak politely. He directly displayed the reincarnation xuanbei, and several 

residual shadows passed one after another, and he also came to the majestic black fog. 

 

With a grab, ye Chen suddenly cut off the Longyuan Heavenly Sword in his hand and directly crushed a 

large area of insects entrenched in the void into snow and fog! 

 

Ye Chen's sword rises and falls, just like a ruthless executioner, without any emotional color at all. 

 

Before long, those insects turned into ghosts under his hands, and none of them could survive. 

 

After finishing these, ye Chen patted the blood on his body, turned and left, leaving endless residual 

blood bodies in the void. 

 

Ye Chen used the piece of iron left by Hongjun's ancestor to sense the location of the nine heavenly 

gods. 

 

Now he has entered the depths of the sword's death space. The objects left by Hongjun's ancestor 

should be able to sense. 

 

He tried to put the iron block in front of him, then closed his eyes and felt it carefully. Sure enough, after 

a while, there was a wave of the iron block. 

 

The light released from the iron block made Ye Chen move. He opened the power absorbed by his soul, 

and a vortex appeared in the center of his eyebrows. 

 

Then the iron came to the vortex and merged with Ye Chen. 

 

When he opened his eyes again, the flashing light penetrated the sky. 
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The divine light pointed to a place. In the distant void, there was a faint dark light, which seemed to be 

guiding Ye Chen to go there. 

 

Ye Chen's mind moved. He crossed the void and went to the mysterious place. 

 

In this process, the surrounding air became more and more urgent, and carried the evil spirit of 

indescribable and unknown, which made Ye Chen frown. 

 

It seems that the place where the sword demon is located is not so simple. 

 

Ye Chen continued to come there, and this time, he changed his direction of exploration and no longer 

let his breath show. 

 

He walked all the way to the abyss along the light emitted by the iron block left by Hongjun's ancestor. 

 

At the same time, there are changes in the taboo area where blood color and magic Qi live together. 

 

No one has set foot here for thousands of years, which is extremely mysterious. The stars hanging in the 

sky are huge and should have been hanging in the universe to shine. 

 

But at this time, it was shrouded by the thick magic gas, and on the back of the star, countless white 

bones accumulated and piled into a mountain. 

 

On the top of the white bone mountain, there is a figure sitting. He stands between heaven and earth, 

as if he were independent of the outside world. 

 



His whole body is carved from white bones, but it is not an empty skeleton. Instead, his lines are 

smooth, relaxed and powerful, like a domineering muscle. 

 

And he held a big knife in his hand. 

 

The mysterious skeleton seemed to sense something. He opened his empty eyes and there was a quiet 

fire burning inside. 

 

The flame burned all over his body in an instant along the crack of the skeleton. From a distance, it was 

like an earth shaking ball of flame. 

 

"Oh... Interesting. An unexpected guest came." 

 

The mysterious skeleton could read a trace of interest in his eyes. 

 

Then he took out a pointed scepter and pointed to a corner of the skeleton. Suddenly, a beam of 

brilliance disappeared into it and condensed into a ground surrounded by flames. 

 

The mysterious skeleton walked over, and his feet were on the flame. Before long, the flame vibrated 

silently, tearing this small space, and a dark channel appeared. 

 

The mysterious skeleton followed this passage and entered another space. In that space, there was red 

magma churning continuously and rolling heat waves coming to his face. However, the mysterious 

skeleton seemed not to see it and went straight to the deepest part of the sea of magma. 

 

There, a layer of brilliance flickered. 

 

In the twinkling of an eye, time and space changed. Two wisps of red fire appeared beside the 

mysterious skeleton, and at the same time, a wisp of green light appeared, which looked strange and 

strange. 

 



He waved his hand, and a fire wave appeared in front of him. Then he walked down the ladder, and 

soon came to the end of this time and space. 

 

In the darkness, there is a crown, floating up and down. It seems to be woven by countless thorns and 

vines, with thousands of images and laws. 

 

The thorns rose into the sky and faced the sky, as if to pierce this place. 

 

The precious jade in the center is the source of strength to maintain the whole crown. 

 

This is the crown of thorns among the seven treasures of Hongjun! 

 

In that invisible place, the Avenue on the crown of thorns spread endlessly, supporting this huge magma 

space. 

 

Each of the Hongjun seven treasures can be taken out to form a heaven and earth, and the Tao is 

extremely powerful. 

 

In front of the crown of thorns, the mysterious skeleton stretched out his hand to explore, but was 

blocked by invisible forces and was unable to move forward. 

 

The mysterious skeleton looked more and more gloomy and cruel, and his momentum began to soar, as 

if to break through this taboo. 

 

"Damn... Bring me this damn crown!" 

 

The mysterious skeleton roared in a low voice, unreservedly releasing the invincible momentum of birth. 

 

His momentum finally moved the sealed space, and the thorn crown was trembling. 

 



Because from above the void, a dark magic sword came, showing the momentum of the eight 

wastelands. 

 

The rolling evil spirit seems to suppress the crown of thorns. 

 

The mysterious skeleton moves forward slowly step by step, leaving only the last distance from the 

crown of thorns! 

 

The rolling magic gas of the magic sword poured into him, making the red flame of his whole body turn 

into a dark color, and the magic images of the world of heaven were faintly reflected in his pupils. 

 

"After so long, it's time for me to make some profit." 

 

The mysterious skeleton smiled horribly. His giant skeleton claw finally broke some time and space 

constraints and reached the thorns crown. 

 

The smell of terror began to soar and released unreservedly. 

 

It was this momentum that broke through the last shackles of the cage, and thousands of laws broke 

into pieces and fell one after another. 

 

The breath emitted by the crown of thorns was pressed down by the monstrous magic sword. 

 

The mysterious skeleton also succeeded, forcibly broke off a sharp thorn from the crown of thorns, and 

took out his hand in an instant to avoid being locked by the re condensed law and the power of Tao. 

 

The lack of a small piece on the crown of thorns is not obvious, but it is a fatal blow to the complete Tao 

Yun rules! 

 

After getting out of trouble, the mysterious skeleton smiled ferociously and put the sharp thorn into his 

heart, and his whole body changed dramatically. 

 



The original empty skeleton slowly condensed fresh flesh and blood, bit by bit. 

 

Those flesh and blood are like squirming insects, which are pieced together a little, and then covered 

with skin to form a complete human body. 

 

When this terrible scene falls outside, it will certainly make people take a breath. 

 

Flesh and blood, skin regeneration! It's not difficult for a human, but for a skeleton, talent and 

opportunity are indispensable to complete this evolution. 

 

"Hehe, crown of thorns, I was originally a wisp of evil thoughts separated from you. Now I have returned 

to some noumenon. Why don't you do it?" 

 

The mysterious skeleton smiled gloomily. He felt the surging power in his body, and a smile floated on 

the newly fused middle-aged man's face. 

 

What a wonderful thing to stop living as a skeleton! 

 

Although he is a trace of evil thoughts born on the crown of thorns, he has also had his own 

consciousness for a long time. 

 

Moreover, he often fantasizes that he can fully occupy the crown of thorns, so that his combat power 

will reach the top. 

 

"In the final analysis, I have to thank this sword for dying in space. It has been sealed for such a long 

time, and the treasure has also been contaminated by evil spirit. My chaotic consciousness was born. 

This is the most root cause." 

 

The mysterious skeleton, or now a mysterious man, hasn't spoken for a long time. 
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Whether the impact of his move is good or bad is unknown. 

 

But what is certain is that the prey has been sent to the door! 

 

"With the breath of this thorn crown, I can finally get in and out of here freely. Think about all kinds of 

Tianjiao in the perishing space of this sword. I can't nourish it with blood and gas." 

 

He is a wisp of evil thoughts generated by the seal of sword demon, which can also be called evil gas. 

 

Therefore, after the transformation, he named himself jiuxie. 

 

In the Ninth Heaven, evil is unprovoked. 

 

In the eyes of nine evil spirits, there was a very strange gray light, but under that light, there was a 

burning slurry of Taotao. 

 

He walked out of this space and returned to the broken stars. Chaos appeared around him, gathering 

the numerous white bones on the hill. 

 

A moment later, he opened his eyes and walked towards the deepest part of the skeleton mountain. 

 

After continuing to improve, he also has the capital to pursue more things. 

 

There is a huge skeleton staff in the deep of the skeleton mountain, which stretches across the sky, and 

below it, there is a dark flame burning slowly. 

 

It is about to go out, but it remains long and indelible. 

 

"You... Finally came." 



 

The dark flame made a deep sound. 

 

Nine evil nodded. He came to the flame and was very close to it. 

 

Until now, the dark flame felt the change of nine evils. 

 

The tone of the flame became a little excited. 

 

"OK... Ok... You have fused the flesh body. It seems that you are not far from transformation. As long as 

you persist in this way, you can really condense a flesh body and devour the thorny crown!" 

 

"Then I can get out of trouble completely!" 

 

At this point, the dark light became a little vicious. 

 

"That damn immortal sword has sealed me here for so many years! It's time to destroy it!" 

 

He was an evil thing sealed by the divine sword in that war. It came from ancient times. Even it can't 

remember how many years it survived. 

 

I only remember that when I was in ancient times, I didn't know how many immortal regions I 

swallowed. At that time, life was very moist and ordered many powerful ancient tribes. No one dared 

not obey! 

 

But in the end, the damn sword demon was born and fought with him. Finally, he sacrificed the 

immortal sword containing the origin of heaven and earth! 

 

And he was suppressed here by the sword and could not get away forever. 

 



The sword demon originally sealed the crown of thorns to kill it completely. 

 

But in the end, the evil thing caught the evil thought separated from the weak state of the thorn crown, 

poured the way of destruction, helped it grow, and evolved into the current nine evils. 

 

As long as the nine evils can completely swallow the crown of thorns, he can also completely get out of 

trouble! 

 

Nine evils took this evil thing as their ancestor and knelt down towards the quiet fire. 

 

"Tell my grandfather that I have taken a fragment of the crown of thorns and took it as my own, turning 

it into a human form!" 

 

The nine evil bowed his head and said respectfully. 

 

"Well, it seems that someone broke into here this time?" 

 

Asked the evil. 

 

"Yes, grandpa! Another perfect meal of flesh and blood has come in. As long as it can be swallowed up, 

it can repair the source of the dark Tao." 

 

"Hehe, over the years, those who can get lucky to enter here have turned into dead bones and can't go 

out again. Just let that person in and lock him in this space." 

 

"Yes, grandpa!" 

 

After Jiuyou got the order, he immediately withdrew. 

 

However, before he left, the dark flame was violently turbulent, and the white bone staff suspended 

above him turned into a streamer and flew into the hands of nine evil spirits. 



 

"Go ahead. In order to make sure everything is safe, use this thing to kill him. That's a rare resource." 

 

"Yes, Grandpa." 

 

Nine evil held the white bone staff, and his strength increased a little more. A dense white flame 

appeared in his eyes and kept beating. 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, ye Chen naturally didn't know all this. He was walking in the void. It was always dark. 

The more he moved forward, the more uneasy he felt in his heart. 

 

This is his reincarnation intuition. Since so many times, he has helped him through many difficulties and 

never missed! 

 

And this time he felt the danger. 

 

Suddenly, ye Chen stopped and directly summoned the wish star, using the invisible function. 

 

The empty night gradually passed and ushered in the dawn. 

 

The specific landform shows that it is a remote and barren desert. 

 

The desert is very ordinary and quiet. Occasionally, a breeze blows and dust is rolled up. 

 

Everything is nothing special. 

 

But ye Chen suddenly raised his head, because he saw the rising sun, which turned out to be a color like 

residual blood, like sunset and dusk. 



 

The extremely terrible and distant breath emerged from the depths of the setting sun. In this desert, 

countless ancient monsters and demon gods fled one after another for fear of being affected. 

 

That breath can be said to frighten all things, and there is a trace of blood majesty suppression. 

 

The bloody setting sun gives off a hot temperature, which makes the desert hot, 

 

Out of the bloody sunset, a man was covered by the bloody dusk and couldn't see his face clearly. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes coagulated, and his mind opened in the high sky, taking a panoramic view of the whole 

earth. 

 

The next moment, ye Chen's pupil suddenly shrinks. 

 

Because behind this breath is endless rolling devil Tianlei. 

 

At this time, an indifferent voice came: "I didn't expect that when I said I was hungry, prey would 

automatically come to the door. What a surprise." 

 

The tall man was carrying a huge staff made of bones, with deep eyes and an evil smile. 

 

His breath quickly formed a layer of field surrounding and imprisoned this place. 

 

When ye Chen saw this, he immediately took precautions. This defensive array can't be broken, as long 

as the force of the rules is strong enough. 

 

His face sank, but he remained awake. 

 



There are gods and demons in these places, and they do not belong to several major sects, so there is 

only one explanation. 

 

It originally exists in this world! 

 

The nine evil spirits in the shape of white bones came from opposite him. 

 

Ye Chen used the eye of reincarnation to penetrate the vanity, but he couldn't see through the real face 

of this person. 

 

"Hehe, don't inquire about my identity. You'll know it by then." 

 

The nine evil spirits raised the skeleton staff in their hands and made a loud noise. For a moment, the 

bloody setting sun became more prosperous. 

 

The sand and dust also swept up and danced all over the sky, covering up all the space in front of us. 
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The skeleton staff in the hands of nine evils seemed to have the function of absorbing souls. There were 

living creatures around. With a strange cry, the soul power was sucked into the skeleton staff. 

 

The yellow sand in the sky was split into a huge crack, and the majestic pressure followed. The huge 

skeleton staff raging in all directions was impressively formed and chopped down, and even the void had 

endless shocks. 

 

As soon as he made a move, he triggered an explosion between heaven and earth. His strength must not 

be underestimated! 

 

Ye Chen wanted to summon the Longyuan Heavenly Sword to resist it with blood, but his face still 

changed when he came into contact with the staff and the wind. 



 

"No!" 

 

The skeleton staff seemed to come from hell, and countless ferocious skeletons poured out of the 

shadow. 

 

He tore the bloody sky curtain of Longyuan sky sword to pieces. 

 

As soon as ye Chen read this, he took the initiative to retreat and opened up the space. 

 

Such strength is terrible! According to Ye Chen's estimation, jiuxie's knife was enough to kill a strong 

man on the ninth floor of Baijia territory. 

 

Where the hell did he come from? 

 

Ye Chen was surprised. 

 

This time he did not use the reincarnation heavenly eye, but deduced according to the law of time. He 

wanted to know what the real identity of this person was. 

 

When the time and space changed, a wisp of black fog floated out, which shocked Ye Chen. 

 

"Ha ha, it's useless. In this void, I can't evolve my real identity at all." 

 

"But I can tell you." nine evil touched the wisps of residual souls on the blade surface, and his look was 

extremely rare and soft. 

 

"I am an evil spirit bred in the death space of this sword. You can also call me nine evil." 

 

At this time, the evil spirit looked a little friendly. 



 

However, ye Chen deeply knows what the essence of evil spirits is, so he won't be fooled easily. 

 

Ye Chen's palm turned over and the wild devil Sky Sword appeared. Since the other party is an evil devil, 

he will conquer the devil with the devil. 

 

The weight of the wild devil Sky Sword is immeasurable. A sword at will can produce a rolling evil spirit, 

dissipate and diffuse for a long time. 

 

He has been immersed in this kind of Kendo for a long time, and he also has some feelings at this time. 

 

However, jiuxie didn't intend to give him a chance. The skeleton staff like a wild dragon broke out its real 

power at the moment. 

 

The rolling evil spirit diffused out and filled the endless desert in an instant. 

 

Flying sand and stones block out the sun, and the day turns into night. The bloody setting sun hangs on 

the horizon, like an ancient monster that eats people, waiting to attack at any time. 

 

The skeleton staff became the master between heaven and earth. Countless skeletons appeared and 

opened the eyes of hatred. 

 

This time, the skeleton staff directly covered the heaven and earth, turned the body, and the force was 

surging. 

 

Ye Chen felt the sheer pressure. 

 

The surrounding space has been blocked, and it is difficult for him to escape. The nine evils stayed here 

to take his life. 

 

Without hesitation, he directly used reincarnation blood, supplemented by endless magic Qi, and 

suddenly turned into the dark cloud rolling thunder. 



 

The thunder, which was silent in the dark clouds, burst out and wanted to break through the void, but it 

ended in nothing. 

 

Ye Chen raised the demon Heaven Sword to pierce the sky. 

 

However, when the skeleton staff was pressed down, he knew what was called the suppression of 

strength! 

 

If the nine evils were compared with the outside world, it would be equivalent to Hong Tianjing, who 

fused the nine tripods at that time, or even stronger, with extremely terrible strength. 

 

I'm afraid his current strength is not enough to compete with him. 

 

Ye Chen took out several space talismans refined by ling'er and pasted them on the sky sword. Soon, 

those talismans flickered and went out in an instant! 

 

Because the power of the skeleton in the sky is too great. 

 

"Hehe, it's useless. I made the space here to besiege you. Come with me." 

 

The air in front of nine evil was extremely compressed. He waved a skeleton staff, which brought 

countless dust. 

 

The ferocious meaning was like a flood, which filled the space without leaving any room at all. 

 

The whole void collapsed one after another because of his knife, revealing its true face. 

 

It turned out to be a falling star sky. Countless meteorites and planets fell here, forming an extremely 

huge wasteland. 

 



This shows how terrible the battle was. 

 

Ye Chen's whole body space was blocked, and layers of cold sweat appeared on his forehead, which was 

unprecedented. 

 

Even if you use reincarnation blood and water stop sword, you may not be able to break through. 

 

"Ling'er, do you have a way to break the space here?" Ye Chen can only ask ling'er for help. 

 

However, ling'er shook his head: "I've tried, there's no way." 

 

"The rules of space here are extremely strange..." 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

Just as ye Chen's mind turned, his eyebrows suddenly lit up a light, and then expanded rapidly and 

soared up, tearing a hole in the storm mixed with magic gas and dust. 

 

Ye Chen was immediately shocked. 

 

He hurriedly urged his reincarnation blood to gather at the center of his eyebrows. 

 

Sure enough, a dark iron shadow emerged, and even the violent evil Qi dared not approach where it 

went. 

 

Ye Chen used this power to cut a hole in the sky surrounded by the magic Qi, and immediately stepped 

up and left quickly. 

 

Deep surprise appeared in the gray pupils of nine evil. 
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He looked at Ye Chen and the skeleton surrounded by wind and cloud and lightning. He had some 

doubts in his heart. 

 

"It's impossible, it's absolutely impossible! How could the skeleton staff given by the old ancestor be 

broken by an ordinary sword repair!" 

 

He still couldn't believe the facts. 

 

That's the ancestor, a brilliant figure in ancient times. 

 

Ye Chen didn't care what he was thinking. He just wanted to escape here as soon as possible. He could 

feel that once the storm rolled up by the skeleton staff was completely formed, he wouldn't want to 

escape. 

 

Nine evil manipulated the storm and squeezed it. His face was ferocious and his eyes lit a strange fire. 

 

In any case, never let this prey run away. 

 

Ye Chen also felt great pressure. He gritted his teeth and planned to use the sword of water stop to 

break through the blockade of this forbidden space. 

 

But in the next moment, the iron block in the center of his eyebrows burst into a bright light, as if it 

turned into a golden hand, directly grasped the void in front of him and created a black hole channel. 

 

Then under the eyes of nine evil, ye Chen was taken away by the big hand and dissipated in the void. 

 

"Damn it!! let him run away!" 

 



Nine evil people were stunned. A moment later, he reacted. The whole broken empty battlefield echoed 

his roaring uninhibited voice. 

 

But soon, jiuxie received the message from his ancestors. 

 

"It may be of great use to me to take back his scattered breath!" 

 

According to the instruction, nine evil drew the reincarnation breath left by Ye Chen after the battle, and 

then waved with a big hand to restore the void to its original state. 

 

And he also returned to the mysterious place with white bones again and gave this thing to his ancestor. 

 

Who knows, after Lao Zu got these wisps of breath, he was unusually excited. 

 

"This breath... Can temporarily free my soul from the imprisonment of the immortal sword!" 

 

After absorbing the avenue breath left by Ye Chen, the wisp of black light gradually became solid, and 

slowly gave birth to a layer of shell. 

 

It's like an egg born in chaos. 

 

The two sides of the eggshell slowly opened, and the black fog diffused out, sometimes huff and puff, 

sometimes closed, which seemed very mysterious and distant. 

 

"The owner of this breath has extraordinary blood. If I can swallow it completely, maybe I can restore 

one-third of my strength." 

 

There was a distant sound from the chaotic egg. 

 

Nine evil bowed his head and said, "sorry, Lao Zu, I'm incompetent and failed to bring it back." 



 

The chaotic egg smelled the speech, but he was not angry. Instead, he smiled. 

 

"You failed to bring him back, which is enough to prove that this person is powerful and his blood is 

against the sky. On the other hand, isn't it better? If he is easily defeated by you and doesn't escape 

successfully, I have to doubt whether his talent can be used by me." 

 

"In this sword death space, he can't escape. Let's go. Take me to the outside world and suck some young 

flesh and blood, ha ha." 

 

"Yes, grandpa!" 

 

Nine evil picked up the chaotic egg and walked out of the grave piled up with white bones. 

 

…… 

 

The sword death space has been opened for more than a few days, and various competitions have fallen 

into a white hot stage. For example, top forces such as Jianjia sword sect and xuanhai leizong have 

mastered some secrets of the nine Heavenly God tree 

 

If you want to get magic, you must complete the task in these days. 

 

Otherwise, the dark force of the seal will sweep in, and they can't escape if they want to. 

 

The people of Jianjia sword school who entered the sword death space this time are divided into several 

veins. Among the male schools that are exceptionally absorbed, the above Guan Yun is the first, and 

Zhang Zhentian is the second. 

 

The third is the sleepless night of Jianjia sword sect. He is tall and handsome. He is the dream lover of 

many female disciples of Jianjia sword sect. 

 



The magic sword he uses is called dawn breaking dawn, alternating black and white. When he uses the 

Breaking Dawn sword technique, his sleepless hair will also change into black and white. Yin and yang 

can be distinguished, and the vision is very powerful. 

 

His strength is enough to rank in the top ten of xuanhai's Tianjiao list. The so-called Tianjiao list accounts 

for half of the talents of Jianjia sword school. 

 

At this time, sleepless night brought more than ten people of Jianjia sword sect to a boundless 

wasteland. 

 

The scenery here is very strange. Day and night alternate, and the conversion process between dawn 

and night is extremely long. 

 

In other words, the time of night is more than dawn. 

 

Therefore, some species dormant in the dark were born. 

 

Along the way, they have killed several groups of latent monsters. 

 

"Elder martial brother ye, it's quite strange here. Do we want to move on?" a disciple of Jianjia sword 

sect came forward and asked. 

 

Night sleepless looked at him and said faintly, "why can't we move forward? Although it's difficult for 

the sword to die, you don't have to be afraid if I'm here. The baby hidden here must belong to us." 

 

Sleepless at night, he is arrogant and arrogant by nature. He also has arrogant capital. 

 

The other disciples of the sword sect looked at each other and felt something wrong, but they couldn't 

talk about it. 

 

After all, among them, sleepless night is the most important and powerful. 

 



If they can't get the nourishment of divine magic with no sleep at night, it's even more wishful thinking 

under others. 

 

What's more, there is an advantage of no sleep at night. He can do what he says and does. 

 

So the party continued to move inside. Finally, they seemed to have reached the end of the wasteland. 

 

But when they saw something at the end, they shivered violently. 

 

Because there, there are dense white bones, piled into mountains, as if countless years have been 

wasted. 

 

Looking up, the white bones have accumulated into a huge mountain range, which is murderous and 

murderous. It seems to have become a space barrier. 

 

Many people looked at the white bone mountain and couldn't help swallowing their saliva. 

 

How many people must die before they can pile up like this! The condensed evil spirit is enough to make 

people feel cold. 

 

They can clearly perceive that the rules of heaven and earth here have changed. They have been eroded 

by the evil Qi of countless wronged souls, which has been transformed into dark Taoism and prevented 

the dawn. 

 

"Let's go back. The smell here scares me." 

 

A petite Jianjia female disciple was unable to carry it. She dared not face the bones all over the 

mountains and played a retreat drum. 

 

The others didn't say anything, just looked at her silently. 

 



Even sleepless at night, I also fell into meditation. Is it right to come here? 

 

If you are surrounded by evil Qi and dead Qi enters your body, death and opportunity will meet them. 
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"Elder martial brother ye, we'd better retreat for a while. The treasure is placed here. It should be 

colorful. It's so dark and cold that it's really wrong!" 

 

Another disciple of Jianjia sword sect also spoke. He was terrified, and the sword in his hand trembled 

faintly. 

 

It's a fear from the bottom of my heart! 

 

Rao was so proud and arrogant that he had to stop and think carefully at this time. 

 

After a long time, he finally nodded. 

 

"Well, let's leave here first and discuss later." 

 

More than ten disciples of Jianjia sword sect were relieved. As soon as they were about to turn around 

and leave, they felt an evil spirit rising into the sky, and the dark fog in the dark night filled the sky, 

covering the setting sun. 

 

They suddenly turned around and found that from the white bone mountain, there was a mysterious 

skeleton floating in the air. Those white bones flew into the air and gathered behind him to form a pair 

of huge bone wings. 

 

"What is that?" 

 



The pupils of Jianjia sword sect suddenly contracted. 

 

Before that, they had never seen such a powerful monster, and they also had intelligence, which would 

fuse and devour. 

 

The sleepless eyes turned into a sharp flying sword and cut at the mysterious skeleton. 

 

But when it fell on the skeleton, it was like a painless knife with only a light white mark. In addition, it 

had no effect. 

 

The eye Sabre without sleep at night is a unique skill. It was born from the dawn sword formula and is 

very powerful. 

 

Now it can't play a half role. 

 

"Escape!" 

 

This is the first reaction of sleepless night. When they use the magic sword in their hands to tear open 

the void, they find that the crack in the space has solidified, like being frozen by some mysterious force. 

 

The mysterious skeleton waved the bone wings behind it, and a burst of violent wind swept in, raising 

thousands of dust along the way, which seemed to destroy the sky and the earth. 

 

Night sleepless and others can only bite their teeth, turn around and wave their swords to stop this 

extreme storm! 

 

"Heaven and women scatter flowers!" 

 

"Big thunder spell!" 

 

"The wind is boundless!" 



 

The disciples of each Jianjia sword sect used their own unique sword skills. At one time, all kinds of 

sword rhymes stormed the earth. I don't know how many times they swayed compared with the bone 

wings. 

 

But in the end, they all disappeared into dust and disappeared without trace under the sharp thorn of 

the bone wing. 

 

"Hehe, it's useless." 

 

Blood flashed on the mysterious skeleton, followed by countless roaring skeletons. For a time, the smell 

of barbarism and killing covered the whole wasteland. 

 

Rippling like an ocean, it has infinite power, and countless creatures rise and fall for it. 

 

Sleepless at night, they even felt that the divine sword "dawn break" in their hands became a little 

flustered and trembled constantly, trying to escape from here. 

 

He quickly poured a trace of self aura into the divine sword. For a long time, the dawn gradually 

returned to calm. 

 

What's the identity of this guy? His strength is terrible! 

 

"Everyone help me. The strength of the other party is very strong. Maybe only by using a joint sword can 

we hope to break through." 

 

Sleepless night, although arrogant, but there is a limit, in the face of enemies several times stronger, he 

dare not relax carelessly. 

 

So they mobilized the power of the divine sword and gathered him into a brilliant brilliance. 

 



The sky is mighty, the earth is shaking and the mountains are shaking. A divine dragon rises up and soars 

upward. In the extremely lifelike dragon mouth, the Dragon breathes and breathes, evolving endless 

storms and thunders all of a sudden. 

 

Dark clouds are pressing on the city, and the golden light is opening to the sun. 

 

This is one of the joint attack stunts of Jianjia sword School: Golden Wheel divine sword. 

 

It needs to be performed by more than six disciples with outstanding Kendo talents. In this process, we 

should achieve the unity of body and sword, heart and sword. 

 

Even the strong man who has stepped half a step into the emperor of heaven can't take this sword 

directly! 

 

However, before the ancient Golden Dragon condensed by the sword spirit had penetrated the void, it 

was knocked down by the boundless evil spirit. In a moment, the blood light startled the world and the 

sword was in chaos. This combined sword was ruthlessly shot down. 

 

The disciples of Jianjia sword sect vomited blood one after another, raised their heads and looked at the 

far sky, looking shocked. 

 

They really did not expect that the mysterious skeleton would have such a powerful strength. 

 

The sword was scattered everywhere, but it was sucked up by Qi Qi and merged into the empty skeleton 

of the mysterious skeleton. 

 

The mysterious skeleton gradually turned into a slim and graceful figure. It turned out to be a charming 

woman. With every frown and smile, it has all kinds of amorous feelings and is extremely charming. 

 

Nine evils can build different flesh bodies with different forces. 

 

If you put the art of shadow shifting and shape changing outside, you can be a latent double-sided spy. 



 

Although the nine evils condensed into a daughter, the first sentence was still a low male voice. After 

gradually adapting, they changed from resolute to sharp, and finally completely transformed into a 

woman's enchanting. 

 

When they heard what he said, they were creepy and got goose bumps. 

 

Since ancient times, the things in the underworld, male and female, are the most terrible! 

 

On the sleepless face at night, an unprecedented gloomy color appeared. 

 

Those who can't be killed even by their combined swordsmanship must be extremely terrible, even 

surpassing the elders and the possibility of stepping into the emperor. 

 

However, before the sword perishes, the space has long been limited. Those strong people with too 

large influence span are not allowed to enter. 
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Their eyes were all aimed at the nine evils in the sky, but they did not expect a wisp of small dark chaotic 

gas to emerge from the frozen void crack. 

 

Then, with the momentum of lightning, he got into a female disciple left behind. 

 

The female disciple was suddenly shocked. Her anxious eyes suddenly became dark, and even a faint 

mist filled out. 

 

The female disciple evil spirit smiled and pushed the two short swords into their backs when they were 

not paying attention. 

 



The two disciples suddenly changed their eyes and screamed. Then their bodies dissipated into dust, 

leaving no trace. 

 

The people in front were suddenly surprised. When they turned back, they saw an extremely frightening 

scene. 

 

The little younger martial sister, who has always been famous for her cleverness, turned into a person 

without ghosts and ghosts. There was still a scary smile on her mouth. 

 

"No, younger martial sister Wang was invaded by something evil." 

 

A disciple saw the dark color in younger martial sister Wang's eyes and hurried back. 

 

The younger martial sister Wang smiled strangely, her figure flashed out, leaving only a shadow. In a 

moment, she reached him. 

 

Her fingers grew quickly and became very dark, like the claws of Warcraft, tearing forward. 

 

Fortunately, the male disciple reacted quickly enough and gave his sword in time to block this move. 

 

When he looked down, his look suddenly changed, because the divine sword was incomplete and was 

forcibly scratched. 

 

What on earth is possessed by younger martial sister? It's so terrible! 

 

His heart was terrified, but there was nothing he could do now. 

 

The little younger martial sister stood where she was, with black hair flying all over her head, and her 

eyes seemed to become a black hole, extremely deep and distant. 

 

She looked up and laughed, and her voice was as harsh as the cry of a crow. 



 

"Ha ha ha, for tens of thousands of years, we can finally get out of trouble, escape from the dark place 

and feel the vitality of the universe." 

 

His words were so smooth that they melted into the sky, as if he had destroyed everything, and there 

were cracks in the law of reality. 

 

When she bowed her head, the blood red shadow gradually enlarged in her eyes. 

 

"And you will be the first delicious meal after we get out of trouble." the devil who occupied the 

younger martial sister's body licked his lips, which was ferocious and disobedient. 

 

His body burst out a powerful breath, no less than the mysterious skeleton. 

 

Sleepless at night, I don't know the identity of the Snatcher, but I can conclude that it must be an 

extremely evil devil! 

 

As soon as he read this, he no longer hesitated. He directly took out the handle of dawn, with black hair 

scattered, and patted it on his handsome face. At this time, the flames of war lit up in his eyes. 

 

The sword in his hand was black and white, and a slight chill appeared. He climbed up his arm along the 

sword, and the momentum became stronger and stronger. 

 

"Breaking Dawn sword: high mountain water stop!" 

 

The sword of sleepless night seems to interweave darkness and light, and finally converge into vast 

waves. The cold wind rises again and the snow falls all over the sky. 

 

In the twinkling of an eye, the waves turned into layers of extremely sharp blades, cutting the void. The 

powerful power of terror seemed to shake the whole world. 

 



The water from high mountains flows to the sea, and the more it reaches the fracture with large drop, 

the more violent the water impact. 

 

Therefore, the mountain water without sleep at night is the strongest at the moment of attack, which is 

enough to tear the starry sky and destroy the star domain. 

 

This move is inherited from the ancient Jianjia fairy. At that time, Jianjia fairy and Hongjun ancestor 

realized the Tao under the Bodhi waterfall. 

 

At dawn, Jianjia fairy is in the Ming Dynasty and Hongjun's ancestor is in the dark. They are left and right 

each other and complement each other. Yin and Yang grow together. Jianjia fairy created this dawn 

breaking sword technique. 

 

Such swordsmanship cannot be compared with the supreme supernatural power created by Hongjun's 

ancestor, but it is also second only to its existence. 

 

It's a pity that the dawn breaking sword technique inherited only left the first three moves, and the last 

four have been lost. 

 

The third type can achieve such an effect, so that sleepless nights can firmly occupy the top 10 position 

in the list of Tianjiao. It is conceivable that there is something terrible. 

 

Sleepless at night, after using this move, the people around him were shocked one after another. 

 

A strong Jianjia sword sect disciple uses an extreme heavy sword like a Warhammer. He wears dark 

armor and his muscles explode like a fierce giant bear. 

 

The sword he made is called "Heaven thunder and earth fire", which can be listed in the list of xuanhai 

divine sword. And he himself is also the top 50 expert in Tianjiao list. 

 

When a sword comes out, it urges thousands of mountains. 

 



The fierce man was like a giant beast in the starry sky. He couldn't use all his strength. He swung the 

heavy sword and smashed it out. 

 

Several other disciples also performed their own swordsmanship. For a moment, the sword light 

continued like a vast ocean. 

 

But for him, these sword meanings are good tonics, which can repair the damaged Tao Yun rules and 

transform them into stronger power. 

 

Therefore, in a short moment, these sword ideas dissipated invisibly, completely disappeared, and 

became extremely fragile. Like whales absorbing water, they all sank into the stomach of the little 

martial sister possessed by the devil. 

 

And these sword ideas turned into sharp killing ideas in an instant. 

 

Peng! 

 

An extreme explosion broke out in the void. At this moment, heaven and earth shook, heaven and earth 

were limitless, and everything seemed to be reversed. 

 

The devil's Kendo seems to resonate with this world, rumbling endlessly, extremely great and powerful. 

 

Even the dawn breaking sword displayed by sleepless night turned invisible and dissipated completely 

under such violent strength. 

 

All of them were shocked. It was at the moment of this emotion that they were beaten away like ice 

thousands of miles. 

 

This kind of pressure is too terrible! 

 

All the disciples of Jianjia sword sect present turned into an emotionless sculpture. 

 



The devil who took away the body of the younger martial sister laughed wildly. 

 

Invisible waves spread out, rapidly spread, broke through the void, and even swallowed up all the world. 

 

Under these circumstances, ye Chen, who was thousands of miles away, suddenly shook his body, and 

the iron piece he held burst into a strong bright light. 

 

Does this also indicate that the devil hiding in the abyss has changed. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed and hurried to the other side. 

 

The devil's strength was so powerful that he almost reached the limit of the sword's death space. 

 

But his intuition told ye Chen that the secret about the nine heaven magic was hidden in the devil. 

 

Ye Chen quickly used the virtual tablet and virtual spirit pulse to let ling'er open the space crack, cross 

time and space, and reach this land boundary. The scene in front can be described as the end of the day. 

 

The whole wasteland was frozen into nothingness and spread endlessly, and all the nothingness was 

solidified into nothingness. 
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Ye Chen's heart was greatly shocked. What a terrible evil force it had to be to seal a small world like this. 

 

Ye Chen took a deep breath and stepped out. 

 

The little younger martial sister possessed by the devil has completely changed at this time. Her face is 

ferocious, her teeth are torn, and the sky over a hundred miles is covered with solid black gas. 



 

Besides Ye Chen, other xuanhai Tianjiao came here, including shangguanyun and other disciples of 

Jianjia sword sect. 

 

Even elder martial sister sun came here. The hundred flower sword radiated colorful light. 

 

When they saw this, their faces became a little dignified. 

 

Sleepless at night is a real expert. Under this endless magic power, he has no power to fight back. 

 

This shows how terrible these demons are! 

 

There is only one way to deal with him! 

 

"Hahaha, little guys, are all scrambling to be my food? Good, good, see who performs best and who I kill 

last?" 

 

This sword is the devil of space, and the words are very arrogant. 

 

There are four top Tianjiao here. 

 

In addition to the three members of Jianjia sword sect, there is also Mo Bufan of Feiyu sect. He 

understood the mysterious meaning of the knife. He can split the world between waving the knife and 

acting recklessly. His power is extremely powerful. 

 

In addition, ye Chen is enough to rank among the top ten Tianjiao. Their lineup is powerful! 

 

Shangguan Yun squints at Ye Chen, but this is not a good time for a decisive battle. 

 

There is a big mountain in front of them. If they can't cross it, there will be only a dead end. 



 

"Let's go together, lest we bully you kids." 

 

After the devil got strong power, he became extremely arrogant and didn't pay attention to the people 

at all. 

 

The mysterious skeleton was suspended beside him with the same indifference, no sorrow or joy. 

 

On xuanhai Tianjiao's side, Zhang Zhen snorted coldly and took the lead in taking out his "dark night 

demon dragon". 

 

"Let Grandpa meet you first!" Zhang Zhentian roared. He took out the heavy sword and suddenly spread 

it out. The earth shaking power gathered at this moment. 

 

The ferocious power was dispersed into six divine lights, and six huge magic seals condensed in the air, 

rolled up towering waves and went towards the devil. 

 

The power of dark night demon dragon is extremely overbearing, but it can't stop those magic Qi from 

attacking. Because the ancient devil stretched out his hand and waved, the power of darkness 

condensed into a slender sword. 

 

He waved the sword and cut Zhang Zhentian's substantive sword intention in half. 

 

And the night demon dragon stopped suddenly in the air. 

 

Zhang Zhentian's body was shocked. He quickly stabilized his mind, which didn't let him fall. 

 

With just one move, he has lost. 

 

The strength of ancient demons is so terrible! 

 



Next, it was the devil's turn to attack. He waved a sword, and the whole sky was covered by endless 

black gas. 

 

And this sword waved to Ye Chen. 

 

On the devil's face, a frightened smile gradually appeared, staring at Ye Chen, cold and cruel. 

 

The first thing he wants to capture is Ye Chen's flesh and soul! 

 

Countless strange animals condensed from the black gas from the abyss and hell rushed towards Ye 

Chen with open teeth and claws. 

 

Ye Chen stood in the sky on the other side of the sky. The sun was like blood behind him, and the vision 

was frightened. On his face, there was no half panic, only indifference. 

 

Until the monstrous evil spirit was approaching, he gently said, "let go of your mind and let me borrow 

your strength." 

 

At the same time, the Buddha in the sky appeared like a giant Buddha in ancient times. It came from the 

sky, golden and full of Buddha meaning. 

 

A holy tower, where black and white meet, stands tall and motionless like a mountain. 

 

Stopped all the black fog! 

 

The two sides have temporarily formed a stalemate. 

 

Ye Chen's words also spread to Shangguan Yun, Zhang Zhentian and others. They couldn't help looking 

at each other and looking at each other. 

 



They also saw the result of the battle just now. Zhang Zhentian couldn't even stop the other party's 

blow. 

 

But ye Chen can stop the demons after evolution. 

 

Sun Yerong was the first to stand up and temporarily lent his Kendo strength to Ye Chen. 

 

"If some of you think you are better than him, you can go up. If not, first help others and defeat the 

common enemy!" 

 

Another Tianjiao is not uncommon. He doesn't know the gratitude and resentment between Ye Chen 

and shangguanyun. After a little thinking, he also chooses to lend his strength to Ye Chen. 

 

Shangguan Yun frowned, still unwilling, and Zhang Zhentian hesitated. 

 

After gathering the power of the two Tianjiao, ye Chen's breath soared rapidly, and the reincarnation 

blood in his body was burning. Borrow the external Qi machine to cover up the momentum of 

reincarnation! 

 

In an instant, ye Chen's eyes suddenly opened, his hands flat, and the chaotic yuan force surging in the 

Dantian seemed to be summoned, suddenly rose to the sky and swallowed up all the black magic Qi. 

 

The futu pagoda trembled twice and the Buddha light was full. 

 

"Oh? Is that your strength to deal with me?" the ancient devil said with a smile. "I have to say that the 

method is good, but no matter how they open their hearts to you, you can't integrate their hearts with 

yourself, and you will lose in the end." 

 

Ye Chen opened her eyes and said faintly, "you don't need to worry about this." 

 

The reason why he borrowed power from sun Yerong and Mo Bufan was to cover up his reincarnation 

identity and to cast more powerful spells under such circumstances. 


